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ABSTRACT
This learning module, one of a series of 127

performance-based teacher education learning packages focusing on
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers, deals with
the task of assisting students in achieving basic reading skills.
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FOREWORD
T his module is one of a series of 127 performance-based teacher
education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon specific pro -
fessioriat competencies of vocational teachers The competen
cies upon which these modules are based were identified and
verified through research as being important to successful voca-
tional teaching at both the secondary and postsecondary levels
of instruction The modules are suitable for the preparation of
teachers and (INK occupational trainers in all occupational areas

ach module provides learning expenences that integrate theory
and application, each culminates with crterien-referenced assess-

ent of the teacher s (instruct 'S. trainer's) performance of the
specified competency The materials are designed for use by
feacheisi training working individually or in groups under the
direction And with the assistance of teacher educators or others
acting LiS i esource persons Resource peisons should be skilled
in the teacher competencies being developed and should be
thoroughly oriented to FBI E concepts and procedures before
using these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performance-based training programs
hot preservice and inservice teachers. as well as business.
industry labor trainers. to meet a wide variety of individual needs
and interests The materials are intended for use by universities
and colleges state departments of education. postsecondary in-
stitutions tonal education agencies, and others responsible for
the professional development of vocational teachers and other
occupational trainers

I he PBTE curriculum packages in Category M.Assisting
Students in Improving Their Basic Skills--are designed to enable
vocational teachers and other occupational trainers to integrate
the teaching and reinforcement of basic skills into their regular
vocational instruction The modules are based upon 85 teacher
competencies identified as essential for vocational teachers to
teach and to reinforce basic communication. computation, and
employment skills as pan of the ongoing occupational education
program

Many individuals and institutions have contributed to the research.
development. testing, and revision of these significant training
materials Appreciation is extended to the following individu-
als who. as members of the OACUM analysis panel. assisted
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The National Center for Research in Vocational Education's rms
Sion is to increase the ability of diverse agencies. institutions. and
.i.1..iizat.oris to sot' 3 educational probtems relating to mdiv pjai

"4- planning, OreParalion. and progression The National Center
its mission by

Generating knowledge through research
Developing educational programs and products
Evaluating individual program needs and outcomes
Providing informahon for national punning and policy
insraiiing educational programs and products
Ouerating information SysternS and services
Conducting leadership development and training programs

National Center staff in the identification of the teacher compe
tency statements upon which this category of modules is based
Milton Arnold. Lewis Cain. William Chandler. Jim Frazier. Jackie
Marshall. Teresa Paige, Thomas Peterson, Marie Schernaz. and
Nancy Underwood.

Field testing of the materials was carried out with the assistance
of field-site coordinators. teacher educators. students. directors
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Vocational Institute. New Mexico; University of Central Florida.
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University of Southern Maine. and Temple University, Pennsyl-
vania.

Special recognition for map individual roles in the development
of these materials is extended to tha following National Center
Staff: Lucille Campbell-Tbrarie. Associate Director. Development
Division. and James B. Hamilton, Program Director. for leader-
ship and direction of the protect: Lois G. Harrington and Michael
E. Wonacott. Program Associates. for module quality control.
Cheryl M. Lowry, Research Specialist. for developing illustration
specifications; Barbara Shea for art work; Adonia Simandiuntak.
Graduate Research Associate. for assistance in field-test data
summarisation: and Catherine C. King-Fitch and Michael E.
Wonacott. Program Associates. for revision of the materials follow-
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Special recognition is also extended to the staff at AAVIM for their
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art work. and to George W. Smith. Jr for supervision of the
module production process.
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The American Association for Vocational lastructional Materials
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Direction is given oy a representative from each of the slates.
provinces and territories AAVIM also works closely with teacher
organizations government agencies and industry
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INTRODUCTION

E
Most workers today need to be able to read in

order to survive in the world of work. Can you imag-
o ine an occupational area or specific job position in

which a worker would never have to read in order
to perform? Is there a company that never sends out
memos, notices, or policies for its employees to read?
Can you think of a situation in which any worker would
not want to be able to read the voucher accompany-
ing his. her weekly paycheck?

However, not all the students in your vocational-
technical program will have the basic reading skills
they will need in the world of work. Students' read-
ing skills have bOcome a Matter of national concern
of late. Educatorsgeneral and vocationaland the
public alike are concerned over declining scores on
reading achievement tests. There is an increasingly
urgent feeling that something must be

N114.0,- -wg-

As a vocational-technical teacher. you can assist
students in achieving the basic reading skills they
will need on the job. You canand shouldensure
that each student leaves 'your program equipped with
all the skills he or she will needboth in obtaining
employment and in advancing in a career.

This module is des oned to give you skill in as-
sisting students in achieving basic reading skills. Its
information and practice activities will enable you to
(1) create an environment in your own classroom or
laboratory that is appropriate for reading, (2) assess
individual students' reading needs. and (3) use a va-
riety of strategies and techniques to help individual
students gain needed basic reading skills.
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ABOUT THIS MODULE
Objectives
Uniting' Obese: In an actual teaching stbadton. as-

studtmts basic meg slat Nbur perky-
mance wilt be f = by your resotaroe person using
the Teacher Pertemance Assessment Fonn, pip. 45-46
(I-earning Expedencett).

Enabling objectives:
1 After completing the required reading. critique the per-

formance of the teachers described in given case
studies in preparing to assist their students in improv-
ing their basic reading skills (Learning Experience I)

2 After completing the required reading. develop mate-
rials that could be used by students in your own vo-
cationalechnical program to improve their basic read-
ing skills (Learning Experience II).

Prerequisites
The modules in Category M are not designed for the pro-
spective teacher with no prior training and or expenence
They assume that you have achieved a minimal level of
content knowledge in your occupational specialty and
skill in the core teacher competencies of instructional
planning execution. and evaluation. They then build on
or expand that knowledge and skill level. specifically in
Terms of assisting students in improving their basic skills.

Resources
A list of the outside resources that supplement those con-
tained within the module follows Check with your re-
souice person 11)10 determine the availability and the lo-
,tholl of these resources. (2) to locate additional references

in your occupational specialty. and (3) to get assistance
setting up activities with peers or observations of skilled

teachers if net;essary Your resource person may also be
ontacted if you have any difficulty with directions or in
iyii-.,ssinq your progress at any time

Learning Experience I
optionai

A reacting speciarist with whom you can discuss Oa
sit !editing skills
4 . iv of tne Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT, that
you can review in order to determine its approprigte
neSs for use in your own program
Reference Smith Frank Reading Without Non-
Nense New York NY Columbia University Teachers
(,oilene Teachers College Press 1978

Learning Experience II
Required

A short reading that you could assign to students in
a program you are or wilt be teaching

Learning Experience III
Required

An actual teaching situation in which you can assist
students in achieving basic reading skills.
A resource person to assess your competency in as-
sisting students in achieving basic reading skills

General Information
For information about the general organization of each
performance-based teacher education (PBTE) module.
general procedures for its use. and terminology that is
common to all the modules. see About Using the National
Centers PBTE Modules on the inside back cover. For more
in-depth information on how to use the modules in teacher
trainer education programs. you may wish to refer to three
related doCuments.

The Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher
Education Matenals is designed to help orient eraser vice and
inservice teachers and occupational trainers to PBTE in gen-
eral and to the PBTE materials

The Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher Education Materials can help prospective resource
persons to guide and assist preservire and inservice teachers
and occupational trainers in the development of professional
reaching competencies through use of PBTE modules If also
includes lists of all the module competencies. as well as a
listing of the supplementary resources and the addresses where
they can be obtained

The Guide to the Implementaton of Performance -Bascom
Teacher Education is designed to help those who will admin.
'stet the PBTE program ft contains answers to implementa-
tion questions possible solutions to problems and alternative
courses 01 Acton
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Nbu wIl be remOng the Case !Nudes. pp. 19-20. and critiquing the perfor-
mance of the teachers descreed.

wiil be evtalatbrg your comma:Icy
in improving

cridqubig the teachers' perfor-
mance in preparbg ft) assist students their basic reacarg skdb;

,by comparing your completed cridques wdh the Model Critiques, pp. 21-22.
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Activity Reading is one occupational skill that some of your rtudents may lack For
information on your role in assisting students in achieving basic reading skills
and steps to take in preparing to fulfill your role, read the following inform&
lion sheet.

BASIC READING: A VOCATIONAL SKILL
It is unfortunately true that some students today

lack basic readir* skillsthe ability to read and
comprehend words (word recognition), sentences.
and larger elements such as paragraphs and direc
tions. For whatever reason. even secondary and
postsecondary students sometimes cannot read at
their grade levels. In fact. it is not uncommon for
vocational-technical teachers to discover that some
of their students read only at a very low level, some-
times as low as third or fourth grade.

Not all students. of course, read at levels this low
Some students read at higher levels but still do not
read as well as thf4 will need to in the world of work
Students who lack the reading skills required in the
world of work are at a disadvantage in finding and
retaining employment. Thus. students who lack re-
quired reading skills become a matter of concern for
you. the vocational-technical instructor.

How is this so? Isn't teaching reading the respon-
sibility of teachers in the primary grades? For that
matter. isn't the lob of improving students' reading
skills the responsibility of trained specialists--the
remedial reading teacher. for example? The answer
to both questions is both yes and no.

7

Teaching students to read is generally considered
to be the responsibility of primary school teachers
The fact remains, however, that some students simply
do not acquire basic reading skills in the primary
grades. Worrying about whose fault it is does not
help those students who lack the basic reading skills
they need.

It is also generally agreed that reading remedia-
lion Is primarily the responsibility of trained special-
ists. Teaching reading is a field unto itself. It requires
a specific set of knowledge. skills, and attitudes. lust
as your own occupational specialty does.

Yet. in spite of these two considerations. you do
have a responsibility. as a vocational-technical in-
structor, for helping your students acquire the read-
ing skills they will need for entry into the world of
work. This is part of your overall responsibility for
preparing students for employability.

This overall responsibility is usually defined as
providing students with the knowledge. skills. and
attitudes they will need for success in the trade or
vocation. This set of competencies is often carefully
defined and specified in an occupational analysis.
which specifies the requirements for entry-level
competence in the current. local labor market.

A close look at occupational analyses for your vo-
cational service areaplus common sense and your
own personal experienceshould make it clear to
ycu that reading is a skill that almost all beginning
workers should have. It is hard to imagine an occu-
pational area in which even beginning workers would
never need to read anything

For example. a beginning painter, from the very
first day on the job, would probably have to read two
things: the work order telling what color and kind of
paint to use and the label on the paint can. A ship-
ping clerk. even upon lob entry, would need to be
able to read Invoices and the labels on packing crates

For that matter. any worker should be able to read
on doorsEMPLOYEES ONLY. NO SMOK-

1 or PRIVATE. for exampleand act accord-
ingly And. all workers should be able to read their
own paychecks and pay vouchers, notices from su-
pervisors or management. or posted safety re-
minders.



Your Role
You can see, then. that reading is often. if not al-

ways. an occupational skill. Helping your students
acquire this skill is part of your job. How you fulfill
this responsibility will depend. to some extent. on
your own situation.

There may be remedial specialists in your school
or college who are assigned the major responsibeity
for providing reading instruction to students who lack
basic reading skills. If this is the case. your respon-
sibility will be. in part. to work with the specialist. You
can provide this person with relevant technical vo-
cabulary and reading materials. The specialist can
use these to ensure that the reading instruction is
relevant to each students occupational area.

Your school or college might. on the other hand.
assign the responsibility for reading instruction to
other teachersfor example. English teachers. In
this case, you would work with them just as you would
with a remedial specialist, providing vocabulary and
materials for their use.

It is possible. however. that there are no remedial
specialists in your institution. And, if you are teach-
ing at a postsecondary institution, some of your stu-
dents may not be enrolled in English classes. In ad-
dition, some state; have passed legislation requiring
that all teachers acquire training in teaching read-
ing. regardless of their own area of specialization.
Such legislation reflects a growing concern in soci-
ety at large about students' levels of basic skills.

All in all, whether you work alone or with others,
by state mandate or on your own initiative, there is
much you can do to help students achieve basic
reading skills. Within your own vocational technical
instruction, you can and should help your students
to improve their skill in reading and comprehending
words, sentences. and larger written elements.

Before you can provide this help. however. you
will need to do some basic preparation. completing
two simple steps'Its follows:

Create en appropriate environment. The en-
vironment in your classroom or laboratory should
be conducive to reading. You should demon-
strate a positive attitude toward reading and
motivate your students to improve their basic
reading skills.

Assess students' reading needs. VW will need
to identify the Vasic reading skills required for
entry into the o'xupation for which your stu-
dents are training. Then. you can identify stu-
dents with possible reading problems and as-
sess their individual reading skills, including
general reading levels and specific problem
areas.

Lett take a closer look at these two steps

8



Create an Appropriate Environment

Creating a positive environment is a very impor-
tant part of your preparation. Many students, espe-
cially those with low basic reading skills. may have
negative feelings toward reading. Perhaps reading.
in their own experience, has never been pleasur-
able or helpful. Perhaps they found reading instruc-
tion in the primary grades boring or irrelevant.

In addition, most of your students are probably
adults or young adults. It is often very difficult for an
adult to admit to a lack of basic reading skills. Ybu
can probably imagine how embarrassing it could be
not to be able to read well when it seems that every-
one else around you can. For this reason, your stu-
dents may be very sensitive about the idea of im-
proving their basic reading skills.

You can. first, make students aware of the role
reading will play on the job. Students who say such
things as -I don't need to read just to work on cars!"
very likely just don't know any better. You can easily
educate them simply by telling them about the kinds
of materials theywIll need to read: trouble-shooting
and repair manuals, specification sheets. work or-
ders, schematic diagrams, menus and recipes. pa-
tients' records, catalogs, children's books, or what-
ever pertains to your service area.

It could be very effective to bring into your class-
room or lab someone who cLrrently works in the oc-
cupational area and who could talk to students about
the importance of reading in their work. While stu-
dents might lake the attitude that you. who are -just
a teacher," really don't know what its all about. they
won't be able to say this of a successful worker from
a local business or industry

You should also acquaint students with the fact
that many supervisors and employers see basic
reading skills as an occupational asset. Students
need to know that reading is not something done
only for *ethers. Once they have finished your pro-
gram, they will not have finished with reading. Basic
reading skills may welt be a prerequisite for ad-
vancement in students' chosen careers. Thus. the
need for basic reading skills, and the benefits of
having them, wilt continue throughout their lives

c
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You can also motivate your students by using their
special vocational interests. Imagine. for example. a
floriculture student who is particularly interested in
grading orchids. An excellent way to motivate this
student to improve basic reading skills would be to
provide materials (e.g.. books. articles. and pam-
phlets) on orchids.

This student's special interest in orchids might be
all that he or she needs to take that first step in im-
proving basic reading skills. The student can dis-
cover that. with basic reading skills. a wealth of in
formation on orchidsor any other special interest
is just waiting to be tapped.

9
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Assess Students' Reading Needs

In preparing to help students to improve their ba-
sic reading skills, you will also need to assess their
individual reading needs. There are three major things
to consider here. First. you will need to know what
basic reading skills are required for entry into the
occupations for which students are training.

Second, with basic reading requirements in mind.
you should identify students with possible reading
problems and carefully assess those individual
problems, so tnat you can plan to provide the kind
of help that each student needs.

Finally. you will need to know whether students
will be able to handle your instructional materials.
For'students whose reading problems prevent them
from learning from .course materials in their present
form. you will need either to adapt the materials to
the students' skills or to assist the students in using
the materials.

Occupational Requirements
You will need first to deterniThe what basic reading

skills your students will need in the occupations they
hope to enter. To identify these requirements. you
could begin by reviewing an occupational analysis
or competency profile for each student's chosen ca-
reer goal. You should examine each task or com-
petency statement to determine whether skill in
reading is required in performing the task.

You may find task statements in which reading skills
are explicitly described. In a competency profile for
the occupation of shipping clerk, for example. you
might find the task statement. Read freight invoices.
You should make a note of these task statements as
you identify them.

In other cases. it will be necessary to use yc . r
judgment and personal experience to determine
whether individual tasks require the use of basic
reading skills. As you review each task or compe-
tency statement. you can ask yourself one simple
question. Does the worker need to read in order to
perform this task?

For instance. students in a restaurant manage-
ment program may need to achieve competency in
the task. Inventory existing stock of food and sup-
-piles Would This task require reading? Think about
how a worker would conduct such an inventory.

In all probability the worker would use an inven-
tory form (a list of food and supplies ordinarily kept
on hand) and check to see if the items listed are in
stock. This would require readingboth the words
on the form and the words on the labels on boxes.
cans. and containers in the storeroom. Thus. per-
forming this task would require one of the basic
reading skills: word recognition.

Other tasks or competencies might require skill en
reading and comprehending sentences, pare-
gr*phs, or directions. Workers in many areas have
toread and understand work orders. job sheets, op-

'eraton manuals, or customer correspondence. Other
workers must read such items as recipes.. menus.
written doctors' orders. reference manuals, cata-
logs, or Wholesalers' sales and service Policies.

You should also review your own personal expe-
rience as a practitioner in the specialty area. You
can probably identify most of the reading required
on the job through reviewing occupational analyses.
But is there, in your experience, other reading that
workers are likely to have to do in their prospective
job settings?

10
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For example. in the occupations students are
training for, are they likely to encounter Such things
as written Rotes from supervisors about their days
work assignments? Will there be safety signs and
reminders that students will need_to read and under-
stand (e.g.. DANGER, TURN POWER OFF BE-
FORE UNPLUGGING MACHINE. or SAFETY
GLASSES AND HARD HATS REQUIRED}

A you determine students' occupational reading
requirements. you should remember that not all stu-
dents will necessarily need to meet the same re-
quirements. Different students may have different
career goals and, consequently, may be trainjng to
achieve different sets of occupational competen.
cies. If this is the case in your Class. you shoto( cony
seder how differences in goals will affect individual
reading require rent ;. I

Your goal an ::Iponsibility, of Arse. is to help
your students to achieve the basic reading skiffs they
will need for entry into the world of work. If they need
on:y to be able to read and comprehend words, your
obligation could end there.

On the other hand, you should always be willing
to help your students to achieve the basic reading
skills they want. If students want to go beyond min-
imal occupational requirements. you should. by all'
means. provide them with the opportunity to do so.
Certainly you should never discourage a student's
desire to go beyond the bare minimum.

Individual Assessment
With occupational reading requirements in mind,

then. you should be on the lookout for students who
fall short of those requirements. This doesn't mean
that you should interrupt your teaching to give
everyone a reading test. Rather. you need to ob-
serve students' performance in the classroom, look-
ing for behaviors that indicate that a student may be
having trouble with the kinds of reading he or she
will need to do on the job.

For example. depending on occupational require-
ments. the following might signal that a stucL.nt needs
help.

Inability or reluctance to read aloud
Failure to complete assignments that require
reading
Inability to spellOr; write
Inability to follow written directions
Inability to read the chalkboard, bulletin board.
posters. etc.
Inabitity to locate information in a manual or
catalog
Inability to extract information from a chart

a.

You don't have to set up special observation situ-
ations. In fact, this would probably intimidate stu-
dents. and they might not perform as well as they
are actually able to. It will be sufficient just to be on
the lookout for these signs as you interact with stu-
dents during the course of normal instruction.

Ybu should, of course, make some record of your
observationsa brief note or two describing what
you have observedas soon as you can do so oon-
veiriently and unobtrusively. You don't need to keep
formal, detailed records: you do need to document
your Observations se that you don't have to rely on
your memory

When you have identified a student with possible
reading problems. you should conduct a careful as-
sessment of that student's reading proficiency. You
need ti determine. first of all, Whether the student
really does have reading problems. If there is a

/ problem. your assessment will help you determine
the extent of the problem, so that you can plan to
offer the student the help he or she needs.

One approach to assessment is to use the results
of standardized reading achievement tests, which
many institutions routinely administer to students at
regular intervals. The results of these tests can gen-
erally be -found in students' cumulative records.

11
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lbu should consult counselors in your school or
college for help in interpreting and understanding in-
formation in the cumulative records. You may not be
familiar with the scoring systems used in standard-
ized reading tests. Counselors have the expertise to
assist you in accurately interpreting this and other
information in the records.

l'bu may. for example, find anecdotal comments
about students' reading skills in the records. Such
comments might tell you a lot about a student, but
they do have some limitations. First, the teacher who
made the comments may not have been completely
objective. Teachers, like everyone, are human and
may at times let their feelings color their perceptions
of students. Furthermore, some classroom teachers
may not have had the expertise in reading assess-
ment to form' an aegade judgment of a student's
basic reading skillS. Their comments, thus, may be
objective but not accurate.

You should also consider whether the information
in the records is up to date. A comment about a stu-
dent's reading skills in the fourth grade is np lower
pertinent six or eight years later. It is quite possible
that the student's basic reading skills have improved
considerably in the intervening time.

Standardized reading test results should some-
times be treated with caution. This may be espe-
cially true for students with limited English profi-
ciency or for those who are members of racial: ethnic
minority groups. Many experts criticize standardized
tests on the grounds of bias. claiming that these tests
are valid only for students who come from a partic-
ular backgroundwhite, middle-class, English-
speaking. and Anferican-bom. Your school or col-
lege counselors should. again, be able to point out
the possibility of such bias in the test results you find
in students' records.

In addition. you must avoid prejudging students
based on information you find in records. Low
achievement in the past does not necessarily mean
low achievement in the present.If you stereotype a
student, assuming that earlier low achievement will
continue. you may be setting up a self-fulfilling
prophecy: you expect the student to fail, treat the
student as though he she will fail, and the expects-

, lion becomes a reality.

Finally. information in students' records may not
be pertinent to your program. Depending on your
service area and -an . individual student's occupa-
tional goals, that student's ability to read academic
texts may have limited relevance to his or her ability
to do the required occupational readingperhaps
using a technical manual. reading a recipe. follow-
ing directions on a can label, or reading a blueprint.
Research is beginning to show that vocational reed-
ing can be quite different from academic reading.
Thus. you should be cautious about putting too much
emphasis on nonvocational reading measures.

If you do use existing scores, remember that the
inforrnalion you find in students' records should be
kept irfthe strictest confidence. Yiati should share
this information only with appropriate personnel in
accordance with your institution's policy and right-to-
know regulations.

If you do not find existing information on the read-
ing proficiency of individual students, you should find
out whether, in your school or college. individual
reading assessment is considered to be the re-
sponsibility of teachers or of specialistscounse-
lors, reading teacheN, or English teachers, for ex-
ample.

If a specialist is charged with the responsibility for
assessment, you should share with that person your
observations concerning your students, indicating
those with possible reading problems. The special-
ist can then perform the required assessment, shar-
ing and explaining the results with you. At that time.
the specialist may also have specific motions for
helping students in achieving the basic reading skills
they wilineed.

If you must condtfct your own assessments, you
should focus on the three areas of basic reading skills
(reading and understanding words, sentences, and
larger elements). You should conduct your assess-
ment in a nonthreatening manner. Students should
know that they are not being graded and that this is
not a passlair situation. Students should not feel that
they are being singled out because they lack skill,
but rather that you are acting positively, on their be-
half, to offer them help.

A good assessment technique to use is to admin-
ister word recognition and comprehension ex-
ercises to your students: Nbu can devise your own
exercises, using technical vocabulary from your own
occupational specialty. Nbu could also check with
other qualified personnel in your school or college.

Counselors, reading specialists, and English
teachers. for example, may be able to identify or
supply you with vocabulary exercises and compre-
hension exercises (sentences, paragraphs, and @-
rections). Finally, there are compreoension exit-
cises available from many commercial publishers that
you could obtain and administer to your students.

Sample 1 snows a word recognition exercise. The
exercise in the sample was prepared for students in
a woodworking and cabinetmaking program. All the
vocabulary in the exercise is simple and basic. The
point of the assessment is not to stump students,
but rather to find out what they can read. You would
administer an exercise suth.as this by giving a stti*
dent a copy of it and having him, her read the words
aloud to you. You would then make a notez--per-
haps on another copy of the exerciseof whether
the student read each word correctly or incorrectly.
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SAMPLE 1
IIP

WORD FIECOGNITI EXERCISE

Name "

Date .77

OM ,, .band
damp CrOsscut
fikie Igt. riP,

Zhl
PfN)
doWel

hamMer butt
sardPaPer desk
oak .. leg
plane stain
router brush
lathe drawer
drill cabinet
bit door
blade maple
tooth board
square knot
table miter
Pine surface
screw fine

birch
warp
ptiOch
set
Pilowoot
veneer
dock,
bore
cherry
thinner
Paint



Sample 2 illustrates a comprehension exercise
one designed for students in a retail merchandising
program. The exercise consists of a short narrative,
using simple technical vocabulary and sentences.
The Student reads the paragraph and answers the
simple questions after it. The student's responses
show whether hei she comprehended the narrative.
Again, the purpose of the exercise is not to ask com-
plicated or trick questions about the narrative. You
should, instead. ask questions that focus on the main
points of the narrative to determine whether the stu-
dent understands the passage.

Sample 3 is an exercise to test for comprehension
of written directionsin thfp case for a simple task
in office occupations. If elop your own exer-
cises for comprehension of directions, you should
ensure that the task outlined in he directions is
simple, requiring only technical vocabulary that stu-
dents already know

Furthermore, the task should be absolutely free of
danger. Since some students may not follow the di-
rections correctly, there should be no chance that
they could injure theme ::ivesin trying to use a piece
of equipment, for example. Also, the task should not
involve the use of ex oensive equipmer that could
be damaged through misuse or the use of consum-
ables that would be expensive to replace.

To administer an exercise such as the one in
sample 3, you would give a student a copy of the
exercise and observe himrher carrying out the direc-
tions given. You should watch carefully as the stu-
dent carries out each step. noting whether he she
does so correctly or incorrectly.

1

.11.0

4r

111111.--

You will note that there are no directions to the
student on either the word recognition exercise or
the first comprehension exercise. Ordinarily, of
course, directions are always included so that stu-
ck:tilts know exactly what is expected of them. In these
cases, however, you should give oral directions on
what to do. All that you want to do in the first two
exercises is determine students' skill in reading and
comprehending words, sentences, and paragraphs.
'Jou should not, therefore, make their success in these
tasks dependent on their skill in reading and com-
prehending directions.

On the other hand, directions to the student are
appropriate in the exercise for comprehension of
written directions, since that is the purpose of the
exercise. 1tur directions should, of course, be clear
and simple. telling students exactly what they are
supposed to do with the sr feet of paper.

Ability to Handle Instructional Materials
Up to now we have been talking about assessing

students' ability to do on-the-job reading. But that's
not all there is to a student's reading needs. Getting
the course content across to students usually in-
volves some readingoften a textbook: perhaps
technical manuals, operation sheets, or other writ-
ten materials. liou need to know whether your stu-
dents can handle your instructional materials. And if
you find that some students can't, you will need to
decide how to help them so that reading difficulties
don't prevent them from learning what they need to
know.

One way to assess students' ability to handle your
instructional materials is to compare reading lev-
elsthose of your students with those of your ma-
terials. Reading levels are generally expressed in
grade levels (e.g., he/she reads at the fifth-grade
level; the book is written at the seventh-grade level).

To determine students' rescUng levels, you can
use existing records of recent reading test scores,
have a counselor or reading specialist administer a
reading test, or administer a reading test yourself.

An easy way to determine students' general read-
ing levels is to use the Slosson Oral Reading Test
(SORT). The SORT is based on students' ability to
correctly read aloud words at different levels e dif-
ficulty. The SORT consists entirely of lists of words.
starting with simple words at the first-grade level and
progressing to more and more difficult words at ad-
vanced grade levels. The SORT is administered to
students individually and can be used at intervals to
measure student progress. You may be able to ob-
tain a copy of the SORT from a counselor or reading
specialist in your school or college.
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SAMPLE 2

SENTENCE/PARAGRAPH COMPREHENSION EXERCISE

The Torn Shirt

*Excuse me, do you work tare? asked the yotmg
man.

"Ves, sir. Can I help your repffed the Clerk. r
lihtdi, I bought this shirt yeaterdaytw said the man,

putting a bag on the counter. "Awl when I tried it on
this morning. I noticed Mat thrall a big rip lo the
sleeve. I would like to mdtantlpi for WOW one."

Of course, air. Italie a kt of Mese Shirts on
the rack over there. %bold you go and pick out one
to replace the tom one? WNW the customer was

looking though the rack, the clerk started tilling out
the exchange form

`I sot that you don't have any more in the same
color:' said the custuner, returning to the counter. "I
really like this Old ciie, however. Is there any way I
could ffflt tuvother blue one? .

ymi have Just a minute, sir, I can check the
stockroom; said the Clerk. The customer nodded,
so the clerk picked t the Otone and called the
stockroom to askabout the avallaNity of blue shirts.

1. The day when the customer bought the shirt was

2. The shirt had a big tip in the

3. There were more shirts of the same kind on the

4. While the customer looked for another slid, the clerk filled out the

5. The customer wanted to get anoMer shirt.

6. The clerk picked up the phone to call the

SAMPLE 3

DIRECTIONS COMPREHENSION EXERCISE

faking a Baskwas LOter

Directions: Follow the "pa Aged below to fold a busktateleSts to fit Into a standard business envelope.

Step 1: Place Ste ktlfer`On the desk In fiord of you w4h the typed side up and the bottom of the page
closest to you.

Step 2: Fold the bottom of the pive so that the brAtom edv Is shot 31/2 Inches from to bop edge.

Step 3: Fold the top of Me page down so that the top edge is about Y2 inch from the fokled bottom edge.

1 5
1 7



To determine the reading level of your materi-
als, you can apply one of the many available read-
ability formulas, such as the Flesch Reading Ease
Formula or those developed by George Spache and
by Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. ChM.'

When you have determined the two reading lev-
els, you can compare them. If a student reacts at the
fourth-grade level and your material is written at the
eighth -grade level, for example, you can predict that
the student will have trouble reading the material.
Then you will need. to decide how best to deal with
the problemwhether to substitute simpler mate-
rial, adapt the material, supplement the material with
visuals, offer individual help as needed, or use other
strategies.

I To gam skin to usIng the Fiesch Reading Ease Formula. you may
wish to refer to Module B-5. Select Student Instructional MatenaIs

1

Optional
Activity

2 .
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HOwever, =paring reading levels is not the only
way to determine students' ability to handle your
materials. Another method, the doze procedure,
does not deal with reading levels at all. Proponents
of the doze procedure feel that it is very well suited
to vocational-technical materials because of the typ-
ical structure and vocabulary requirements of such
Materials.

The doze procedure allows you to test students
directly on the reading materials in question. Basi-
cally, a doze test involves selecting a passage of
text and deleting every fifth word. The student is then
asked to supply the missing words: A simplification
of the doze procedure appears in sample 4..

You may wish to meet with a reading specialist to discuss how you can pre-
pare yourself to help students to achieve basic reading skills. If your own
school or college has a reading specialist, you could focus your discussion
on the services and resources the reading specialist can offer to assist you
in your preparation.

You may wish to review a copy of the Slosson Oral Reading Test (SORT) to
determine its appropriateness for use in your own vocational program. YOU
may be able to obtain a copy of the SORT from your resource person; from
a reading counselor, reams specialist. or English teacher in your own insti-
tution; or from a reading specialist at a local college or university. Mau can
also obtain a copy of the SORT by writing to Skisson Educational Publica-
tions, Inc., P.O. Box 280, East Aurora, NY 14052.

To learn more about the process of reading, you may wish io read the follow-
ing supplementary reference: Smith, Reading Motif Nonsense. This book,
whickis written in a very readable, nontechnical Style, examines the process
of reading, using an interesting and common - sense approach. It also pre-
sents the authors view of how we learn to read.

The book is primarily concerned with how children learn to iread. However.
its contents are goplicable to people of any age who are learning to read or
who are working to improve their basic reading ';kills.



USING THE CLOZE PROCEDURE

SAMPLE 4

Follow these rules and steps in using the doze pro-
cedure.

A. Selecting Samples

1. Select three passages, which students have
not read, from different parts of your mate-
rial.

2. Do not start in one major section of the ma-
terial and end In another.

3. Choose passages that do not contain many
numerals or mathematical symbols.

B. Deleting Words

1. Leave the first sentence intact. Thereafter,
delete every fifth word until you have de-
leted 50 words. Then leave the last sen-
tence intact.

2. Count as a word anything set off with spaces
before and after. For hyphenated words,
count the parts of the word separately if both
parts can stand alone as words (e.g., self-.
image). Count the parts as one word if one
part can't stand alone (e.g., co-worker).

3. Count a number (e.g., 1,260) as one word.

4. Don't delete punctuation surrounding the
deleted word. Don't delete hyphens. Do de-
lete apostrophes in deleted words.

C Preparing the Test

1. Type the passages, with the instructions
shown in the following example. Replace
each deleted word with a 15-space under-
line.

2. Leave a space before and after each blank.
Leave no space between a blank andlhe
punctuation that follows it (or the hyphen that
precedes it).

3. Type the passages double-spaced or space-
and-a-half. Follow original paragraph inden-
tations and margins.

D. Giving the litst
1. Read 0* instructions shown in the example

aloud while the students read them silently.
(After students have had experience with
these tests, this usually becomes unneces-
sarY)

E.

F.

2. Have students read the passage through one
time and then start guessing at the missing
words and filling in the blanks the second
time through.

3. Don't put a time limit on the test.

Scoring the Test

1. Score the number of correct responses in
each passage. Score a response as correct
only when it exactly matches the deleted
word.

2. Score responses as correct it they have mi-
nor spelling errors, as long as they are oth-
erwise correct.

3. Score responses as incorrect if plural or
tense endings are wrong (e.g., lob for jobs,
work for worked).

Evaluation of Scores

$. There are various ways to evaluate doze
scores. The simplest, for your purposes is
the following:

70% and above Independent reader--:
The student has no diffia
culties with comprehen-

. Won; can lianas the ma-
terials without special
assistance.

40% to 70% instructional level -The
student reads with about
75 percent comprehen-
sion; may need assis-
tance occasionally.

Frustration levelThe
student comprehends less
than half the content;
needs major help or Ott

ferent materials.

2. If a student's scores on the three samples
are very different, It may indicate that the
material varies considerably in difficulty. In
that case, you will need to be alert to trouble
spots in the material and offer help as
needet.

The following s tows an example of test instructions
and a sample test.

40% and below
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Instructions

At the bottom of this page is a sample of a new kind of test. Each of these tests is made by copying a few
paragraphs from a Wok. Every fifth word was left out the paragraphs, and blank spaces were put where
the words, lum Out,

*us 14 tO guess what word was left outof each space and to write that word in that space.

It will help yo4, inlaking trl'a test if you remember these things;

Write Only Onai'r:Arord in ear* bfank. -

Try to tilt. every blank, Delft bo istrald to guess.
You may skip hardbilutks and coma back to them when you have finished.
Wrong spelling will kit comit against you if I can tell what word you meant.
Mast of thte blanks can be answered with ordinary wordS, but a few will be

numbers like 3,427 or $12,ot' 1954
contractions like can't or weren't
abbreviations like Mrs. or
parts of hyphenated words like seff- in the word self-made

Semple Test

Below Is a sample of one of these tests. Fill each blank with the word yogi think was taken out. ltau may
check-your paper when you finish it by lookinto at the answers that are written upside down at the bottom
of the page.Nrtte neatly

The Beam

Irieltariscall beavers, the little men of the woods." But they really so very
little beavers grow to be .______or four feet long weigh from 30
to ___ _pounds. These little men the woods" are very busy of
the time. That why we sometimes say, " busy as a beaver."

how to build. that can hold water. use their two
front

_know
to do some of work Cutting down a with their four

sharp- teeth is easy. A can cut down a four inches thick
in 15 minutes.

mow 430 :owl :Jawaq (Lt) Valolod (90 :salt (St) it LI !smed (EL) !Aetu. te 'saer)
l) 'SJOAPaia (0I) .SP (6) !St (9) 3SOW (L) (9) !GP (9) !Pue :mg), (C) (Z) UOJP (t) :SJOMSUV
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Activity

5

The following case studies_ describe how two vocational teachers prepared
to assist their students in improving their basic reading skills. Read each
case study and then critique in writing the performance of the teacher de-
serted, explaining (1) the strengths of the teacher's approach. (2) the weak-
netwes c4 the teacher's awroach, and (3) how the teacher should have pre-
pared to assist students In improving their basic reading skills.

CASE STUDIES

Case Study 1:
Mrs. Bell looked up as Bob Smith approached her

desk. She had asked Bob to stop by after class so
she could talk to him about his reading problems. It
was very early in the program, and she warded to
straighten these problems out as soon as possible
so Bob could have a productive year.

"Hi, Bob. Here, sit down. I wanted to talk to you
about your reading. It looks like you're going to have
to improve if you want to be able to get a job at the
end of this program. Nbu don't seem to read very
wet"

Bob sat silent. Mrs. Bell waited for a minute to see
if he would say anything; then she went on. "Nbu
know Bob, there is a lot of reading that you will need
to be /tie to do, even when you first get a job. 'There'll
be operation manuals for machinery, job sheets, and
lots of other written materials that you'll be expected
to read"

"I didn't know that, Mrs. Bell," Bob replied, looking
glum. Are you sure I'll have to read all that stuff?"

1

"You probably will. Workers usually do. I'll tell you
whatdon't you know Hank Stevens? He gra lu-
ated from this program last year, and he's been
working for some time now, Here's his phone nut,-
bet Why don't you give him a call and talk to him
about IV You're going to be looking for the same
kind of job that he has."

-Okay, I Could ck) that. I know Hank. He's on my
softball team. I'll give him a ring."

"Good. Oh, one more thing. Do you read Trade-
week? There was a really good article in last month's
issue about job possibilities in the Southwest. Don't
I remember that you'd like to move t9 Arizona after
you finish setvol? It seems there's a real need for
workers in our field in that area."

"Oh, yeah?" Bob's eyes lit up. "Can I get the mag-
azine from you? Maybe I'll look through that article."

"Sure. Ifs on the reading shelf by the window Help
yourself."

"Hey..thanks a lot, Mrs. Bell. I'll have to try to re-
member to look through Tradeweek when I have
time."
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Compare your written critiques of the teachers' performance with the model
critiques given below. Your responses need not exactly duplicate the model
responses; however. you should have covered the same major points.

MODEL CRITIQUES

Case Study 1:
Overall, Mrs. Bell did a pretty good job of creating

an appropriate environment in order to help Bob
Smith improve his basic reading skills. Most of her
approach was, in fact, quite good; however, she did
start off on the wrong foot.

Her majoi mistake occurred at the very beginning
of her talk with Bob. She approached the idea of his
improving his basic reading skills in a rather nega-
tive tone. She started right off by saying that Bob
would have to improve because he didn't read very
well. Judging from Bob's reactioncomplete si-
lence .we could probably assume that he was, per-
haps. sensitive or embarrassed about his poor read-
ing skills.

Mrs. Bell was able to save the situation, however.
She did well to talk to Bob about the need for read-
ing in the world of work. As it turned out, he seemed
to have been unaware that he would have to do any
reading on the job. Learning that he would very likely
have to do some reading as a worker, he became
somewhat more motivated to improve his basic
reading skills.

Mrs. Bell also did well to suggest that Bob talk to
a worker currently employed in the field. She appar-
ently had done her homework well, because she
knew of a friend of Bob's with whom he could talk
and whose word Bob would probably be willing to
trust. Bob's positive reaction to her suggestion was
another step in the right direction for him.

Finally, telling him about the magazine article on
employment in the Southwest was sheer inspiration.
Knowing that Bob wanted to move to Arizona after
graduating, Mrs. Bell was able to use this special
interest of his to get him started, once again, on the
road to improvement

In talking about the article, she also managed to
show Bob that she herself read, demonstrating a
positive attitude toward reading in general. Further-
more, from the fact that the magazine was on a
reading shelf by the window, we could infer that a
reading area was set aside in her room and that it
was probably cheerful, well lit, and well ventilated.

21

Bob's interest in the article showed the soundness
of her approach.

All in all, then, Mrs. Bell's approach was positive
and appropriate. She might have lost Bob at the very
beginning by embarrassing him, but she was able to
overcome that shaky beginning and to motivate Bob.
at least a little, to improve his basic reading skills

Case Study 2:
Mr. Lister's performance in assessing individual

students' reading needs was mixed. He seemed to
be well motivated and working conscientiously, but
he made a couple of mistakes that could have seri-
ous consequences for his plans to assist students
in improving their basic reading skills.

To start with one of the good points. Mr. Lister had
apparently put in a lot of work identifying occupa-
tional reading requirements by reviewing a compe-
tency profile for entry-level workers. He had identi-
fied explicit and implicit reading tasks related to the
competencies listed on the profile. He was certainly
correct in thinking that his hard work was well worth
the effortit was.

He made a major mistake, however. in assuming
that this single competency profile was appropriate
for all students, even those training to achieve
somewhat different competencies. The reading re-
quirements that he identified using this profile ap-
plied only to students training to achieve those par-
ticular competencies. The other competencies :hat
other students needed might require no basic read-
ing skills or different basic reading skills.

He also forgot to consider his own personal ex-
perience as a practitioner in the field. It he had thought
about his own work experience, he might have iden-
tified other reading tasks that workers in the area
might be expected to do (e.g., notes from a super-
visor, safety signs). His competency profile may not
have identified all the likely occupational reading re-
quirements.



Mr Lister s review of students cumulative records
was also part good. part bad. He did well to go to
the counselor to get information about students that
he had identified as having possibie reading prob-
lems It was also good that he intended to ask for an
explanation of test scores that he didn't understand
He was conscientious it his efforts to obtain the in-
formation he needed concerning his students' basic
reading skills

Those efforts were somewhat misguided, how-
ever First. he should have been more skeptical about
the anecdotal comment, made by one student's for-
mer teacher, about the student's "negative attitude
toward learning in general.- This comment may have
been perfectly objective and valid. On the other hand
it could also have been subjective: its difficult to know
since the comment is not supported by any details.

Furthermore. even if the comment was entirely
objective and accurate. it was not very recent and it
was too vague to tell him very much about the stu-
dents reading skills While Mr. Lister had the right
idea in seeking more information about the students
reading skills, a reading specialist --- or, at least. the

comments of more recent teachers would be a
better source.

Finally. Mr. Lister made a serious error in leaving
his papers spread out on the table when he left the
room Information from students' cumulative rec-
ords should have been kept confidential, in order to
safeguard students legal rights to privacy of infor-
mation. Notes spread out on a table in plain view of
anyone passing by are hardly private or confidential.

To sum up. Mr. Lister should have remembered
that each student's occupational reading require
ments depend on the specific competencies that
student is seeking to attain. He should also have
remembered to review his own personal experience
to identify other likely reading requirements for
workers in the area

Mr Lister should have put less faith in other
teachers' anecdotal comments and should have been
more careful about how he treated the information
from students' cumulative records. If he remem-
bered to do these things. his own motivation and
conscientiousness would serve him well in assess-
ing students' individual reading needs.

Level of Performance: Your written critiques of the teachers' performance should have covered the same
major points as the model critiques If you missed some points or have questions about any additional
points you made, review the material in the information sheet, Basic Reading: A Vocational Skill. pp. 7 18.
or Chock with your resource person it necessary

42
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Activity
Helping students to imprdve their basic reading skills should not be an "add-
on" to your vocational-technical program. There are a variety of techniques
for incorporating reading innrovement into your regular instruction. For infor-
mation on techniques you can use to help students improve their basic read-
ing skills. read the following information sheet.

IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES
There are numerous techniques and strategies you

can use in your own vocational-technical program to
give your students the specific reading help they
need. You can teach students the technical vocab-
ulary of your occupational area. so that they are not
attempting to read words they do not know.

You can give students practical knowledge about
reading and demonstrate practical reading tips.
Reading games. word games. personalized instruc-
tion, and self-evaluation might all have their place in
your program of assistance. along with practice and
reinforcement of basic reading skills.

You also need to deal with your students' ability to
handle your instructional materials. You .von'? fur-
ther your aim of improving students basic reading
skills it you require them to read instructional mate-
rials that they can t comprehend.

It you find --either by comparing reading levels or
by using some other procedure that your instruc-
tional materials are written at too high a level for your
students to use them, you should identify and, if
possible. obtain other available materials written at
the appropriate level

24

A lack of money in your program or departmental
budget may not allow you to purchase needed ma-
terials, however. Should that be the case. you may
be able to develop alternate or supplementary ma-
terials that are appropriate for student use. Or, you
may be able to use materials developed by other
instructors in your department or vocational-technical
1.-ea. If none of these options are practical, you will
need to supplement the use of your instructional
materials with other. nonprint materials and re
sources

Let's look at these and other strategies and tech-
niques in more depth.

Teach Technical Vocabulary
As you assign matenal for your students to read.

you should identify vocabulary in each assignment
that students must know. This includes new words
that you haye not previously taught. It also includes
words that you have already taught but that are es-
sential to an understanding of the present reading
Finally, it includes words that have one meaning in
common usage and a specialized meaning in your
occupational specialty.

There is a wide range of techniques available for
you to use in teaching students the meaning of tech-
nical vocabulary: definitions, context, examples.
common equivalents, real objects. models, pictures
and demonstrations_

Definitions. One technique for teaching vocabu-
lary is to use definitions. These can be oral or writ.
ten definitions. They can be definitions from the dic-
tionary or ones that you adapt fran the dictionary or
develop yourself to meet your needs.

You might find it useful, in fact, to provide students
with a glossary of terms and their definitions_ You
could develop this glossary yourself. Or you could
have students develop their own glossaries
throughout the program as you introduce new terms
to them. This latter approach provides students not
only with the definitions they need at the moment
but also the skill to locate definitions of terms in the
future. when you are no longer available.
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Whet ler you use a definition straight from the dic-
tionary one adapted from the dictionary or one newly
developed depends on the situation. If the dictionary
definition can be understood by ali,your students and
meets your needs, it can be used. If, however. some
students cannot understand the definition, you gain
nothing by trying to use it. In the latter case. you
should either adapt the definition or write a new one
that is simpler and more exact.

Context. Another technique is to teach students
to use context --the words or phrases surrounding
a word to determine the meaning of a word. Con-
text clues can be used as long as the 'meaning of
the word is apparent from the contest.

For example. an information sheet on carpentry
might contain the following sentence: 'Miter joints,
or joints made by cutting two pieces at an angle.and
joining them. together, are commonly used." An in-
formation sheet on cooking techniques might say that
pan frying is cooking in a smaif amount of tat in a

pan. griddle, or skillet." Here, the meaning of the term
miter joints or pan frying is quite apparent from the
rest of the sentence

Context clues are not always that obvious Nor
j'e they always located that close to the term in
question Consider the following example:

Pits particular product is,highly combustible and.
therefore. dangerous. Using this product in an area
where workers are smoking or using welding
equipment ,s asking for trouble. If the product
should ignite, the fire should be extinguished using
the following procedure.

-,iven the context clues in that passage. a reader
ran determine that combustible means easily ig-
nited Students need to be aware that such clues
are often provided in the text. And they need to be
taught how to locate these clues and use them to
discover what new words mean.

Examples. Vocabulary can also be taught through
the use of e, amples. While not usually used alone,
this technique can be very helpful as a *pplement
to the use of definitions or context. For instance, in
introducing the term pan frying, the instructor could
supplement the definition provided in the context with
examples of foods commonly friedchicken, eggs.
bacon. hash browns, and so on.

You can also have students give you examples t6
iiio,,trate a definition. This not only serves to heir'
clarify the definition but also tells you whether stu-
dents understand the definition or not.

Common equivalents. if possible, you can give
students common. everyday equivalents for techni-
cal terms This technique may be of limited useful-
ness. since not every technical term has a common
equivalent But if equivalents do exist, using them
c- an save you time and trouble. For example:
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Technical Term

Skillet
Plunger
Platen
Cc:Wander

Hypodermic ty ringe

Biltmore stick
Spackling compound

Common Equivalent

F lying Pan
Plumber Fricnd

Roilef (91 a typiaw!!f

StraUlt
Needle
Cruise stick
Patching plaster

Real objects. Another technique is to use real
objects as examples. For instance. suppose you need
to teach students the names of the various pieces
of equipment and machinery in your laboratory. You
can physically indicate each piece at you say its
name. In other words, you can best tell students what
a lathe or spatula is by showing them one.

Likewise, you an use real objects as examples
along with definition& In giving students the defini-
tion of the term miter joints, for example,ttie instruc-
tor could also point out real miter joints around them,
perhaps in the wooden trim around doors and win-
dows, or possibly in the construction of furniture or
equipment in the classroom or lab.

Models. Similarly, you can use models to teach
the meaning of vocabulary. A model is a three-di-
mensional. scale representation of a real object. A
teacher might, for example, use a cutaway model of
an engine to teach automotive vocabulary or a Vis-
ible Man or Visible Woman model to teach anatom-
ical vocabula(y. The use of a model allows you to
show students exactly what the word you are teach-
ing them means.

S.
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Pictures. If you don't have real objects or models.
you can use pictures for teaching some vocabulary.
They can be simple drawings that you make or that
someone else makes for you, for this express pur-
pose. You might also be able to use pictures or pho-
tographs from magazines, brochures, promotional
materials, and so on. Magazine ads can be an ex-
cellent source of many different kinds of pictures.

Pictures are usually more suited to defining ob-
jects than to illustrating actions or procedures. It is
easiest to find or draw a picture of an object. A pic-
ture of an action is often less clear-cut and more
subject to misinterpretation. For example, it is rela-
tively easy to find a picture of a tomato. You can use
such a picture to teach the word tomato to students,
with little chance of confusion.

But, if you are trying to teach the verb slice, you
may run into problems. You might find a picture of
hand holding a knife, which is cutting through a to-
mato. But when you present your picture to illustrate
the word, it might not be clear whether slice is the
hand, the knife, the tomato, or the action of cutting.

Demonstrations. A more effective way to teach
vocabulary related to actions or procedures is to give
a demonstration. For example, a carpentry instruc-
tor can easily demonstrate how to countersink a
Screw or set a nail. Likewise, the best way to teach
an office occupations class what the term double-
space means is to show them. Similarly, misting a
plant is more quickly and easily demonstrated than
described.

There is no one best technique for teaching vo-
cabulary to your students. Often your choice of tech-
nique is governed by factors beyond your control,
such as whether you can find a model or picture il-
lustrating a particular word or whether a particular
text defines words adequately through context. You
must choose your techniques according to each sit-
uation.

It is good to keep in mind, however, that you can
profitably use rn)re than one technique to teach a
single term. In fact, it is often best to use a combi-
nation of words and objects or visuals. This allows
students the opportunity to learn the same informa-
tion through two different media.

You will no doubt be able to get additional sugges-
tions and advice on teaching vocabulary by consult-
ing with colleagues, such as teachers of reading,
Englisn_ foreign languages. and communications.

Finally, you should follow these four rules for intro-
ducing vocabulary to your students:

Present the word to students both orally and in
writing. Say it aloud more than once so stu-
dents can hear it t. aarly. Write it downon the
chalkboard or in a handout--so they can see
how it looks. Have students repeat the word
aloud several times and write it out themselves.
This helps to fix the sound and spelling of the
word in students' minds.
Teach students what the word means. Do this
by using one or more of the techniques already
presented, according to the needs of the situa-
tion. Any technique is fine, as-long as it works.
Ensure that every student understands what the
new word means before going on.
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Use the new word as often as possible in order
to give students the chance to practice it. Use
It yourself and have students use it. You can do
this by asking them questions that require the
use of the word in the answer, pointing to the
real and asking what it is, or giving them
a definition and asking what word it fits.
At this point, don't use any other new terms that
mean the same thingalways stick to the one
word you are trying to teach. Unless you are
using common equivalents as a teaching strat-
egy, it is best to avoid confusing students by
introducing anything extraneous.
Later, when you are satisfied that students have
thoroughly learned the new word, you can intro-
duce variationssynonyms, slang terms, and
so forth. This will help students to function suc-
cessfully in the world of work.
But don't try to rush things initially. It is far better
that students learn only a single, standard word
for somethingand learn that one wellthan
that they learn three different versions of it but
learn those three poorly.
Devise some permanent, visible reminder of the
words you are currently teaching. For example,
you could label objects in your classroom or lab.
Or you could post a list of current vocabulary
words on the bulletin board or chalkboard, along
with definitions or pictures. A poster of terms
and definitions could also be developed.

Provide Practical Reading Knowledge
and Tips

If the material students are reading is printed in a
way that gives the reader clues about what is im-
portant, you should point this out t1 your students.
For example, a textbook might highlight new or im-
portant vocabulary in various ways. Words may ap-
pear underlined or in bold print, or they may be printed
in the margin. New vocabulary for a chapter is
sometimes listed on the first or last page of the
chapter.

Other visual devices for highlighting key points may
appear in commercial print materials. The introduc-
tion or summary of a chapter may be screened (as
is done with the samples in this module). Chapter
titles and subheadings should also be &signed to
inform the reader of the main topics of the section.

You can easily point out these reading aids to your
students as you make reading assignments. They
may seem too obvious to you to deserve mention,
but you are probably a skilled reader already A reader
who is less skilled than you can benefit from know-
ing about these devices.

There are also some practical tips that you can
pass on to your students to make the reading pro-
cess easier for them. Some people find that it helps
to focus their attention on what they read if they point
as they read. They simply follow along with their fin-
ger to keep their eyes on track, so to speak. Others
find it helpful to underline important points in the ma-
terial. If they own their books, students might under-
line new vocabulary, key terms, or important topics
and details.

You could also demonstrate to students how to
use preview skimming. Preview skimming is a rapid
reading of the material, in which the reader looks
over the lines so fast that he/she can only pick out
the most important points. Once students have
skimmed aitd know the important points of the ma-
terial, they can go back and read the material care-
fully, absorbing all the information. Preview skim-
ming provides a framework for organizing and
retaining all the detailed information the text in-
cludes.

You may know of other shortcuts and tips for mak-
ing reading easier. Perhaps you use some of these
yourself. If so, you should demonstrate these to your
students as well. Practical techniques such es these
are very helpful for unskilled readers, and they often
help to make the process of reading less mysterious
and threatening.

Use Reading Games
There are various reading games that you can use

in your classroom or lab. Games have one advan-
tage over other techniques for assisting students in
achieving basic reading skillsthey can be fun. They
can make reading and the task of improving reading
skills seem less of a chore. Reading games can give
students the opportunity to practice their basic read-
ing skills in a watt doesn't always seem like work.

One well-known reading game is the crossword
puzzle. You can develop your own crossword puz-
zles using technical vocabulary from your occupa-
tional specialty. You should use vocabulary your stu-
dents know. The directions should be clear and
simple, and the whole puzzle should be well pro-
duced and free of errors. Sample 5 shows a cross-
word puzzle using welding terms.

Another reading game, the word search, also
provides the opportunity to practice technical vocab-
ulary. A basic word search consists of numerous rows
of apparently random letters, among which words
are hidden. The words may appear vertically, hori-
zontally, or diagonally, but each word must appear
in a straight line. without changing directions (e.g
from vertical to horizontal). Students search for the
hidden words and circle the ones they find.
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Sample 6 illustrates a word-search game using
terms from health occupations, with one of the terms
circled. In this version of the word search, students
first match the terms with definitions and then find
them in the puzzle. You can also use word-search
games that contain just a list of words to look for and
the rows of letters. Matching the terms with defini-
tions is an optional activity to give students addi-
tional practice in using technical vocabulary.

A variation of the word search that you can also
use is the word maze. A word maze contains fewer
rows of letters, with fewer letters per row. Students
are not given a list of words to look for. Instead, they
list all the words they can find. They can move in
any direction and can change directions within a
single word. Sample 7 shows a word maze, with a
fuller explanation of how to locate words within the
maze.

Another easy game for students is the word
scramble. A word scramble is nothing more than a
list of words, with the letters in the individual words
out of order. Students look at each group of letters
and unscramble them to find the word. Sample 8
shows a completed word scramble using typing
terms.

w

ad. -

Another version of the word scramble, using au-
tomotive repair vocabulary, is illustrated in sample
9. In this version. students write the solution for each
scramble in the numbered t;ianks next to the scram-
ble. When they have unscrambled all the words, they
copy selected letters. according to the numbers in
the bottom row. to make up another word or phrase.
The sample snows the completed word scramble.

A final game you might use is the directions game.
In this type of word game, shown in sample 10, stu-
dents start with a given word. They then follow a
sequence of directions for adding, dropping, or re-
arranging letters in order to arrive at a different word.
You will notice that the sample includes directions
for the game, a complete example of how to play
the game. and finally, the game :*self.

introduce Reading Assignments
When you assign materials for your students to

read, you should always introduce the reading as-
signment to them. This is true whether the assign-
ment is a two-page inforination sheet that you de-
veloped or an entire chapter in a textbook. For
students to derpe the most benefit from the reading,
they need to khow several things.

First, studeOts should know what they are read-
ing. Does this aksignment prOide a broad, general
picture of a partim-topie,-br a detailed treatment
of one small point? What are they supposed to re-
tain from the readingmain points and important
details or a lot of minor details?

Second, students need to know why they are going

to read this assignment. How does this topic fit into
what they did yesterday in your program and what
they are going to be doing tomorrow? How does the
topic relate to the world of work?

This information (what and why) may seem very
obvious to you because you already know the an-
swers to both questions. However, if a teacher gives
out an information sheet, for example. on the vari-
ous kinds of wrenches and their uses, that teacher
should remember that some of the students may not
know that there are different kinds of wrenches, much
less that each kind is best suited to a particular kind
of job. You can motivate your students to read care-
fully and conscientiously by sharing this kind of in-
formation with them.

As you assign reading to your students, you should
also keep in mind the length and difficulty of the as-
signment. A reading assignment should not be too
long. For students with a low level of basic reading
skills, one or two pages may be more than enough
at one time. It is often better to assign students nu-
merous shorter readings than to assign one long
reading in which they can get thoroughly lost and
confused. Another good rule is that the more
the reading, the shorter the assignment should oe
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SAMPLE 5

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Directions: In the columns labeled DOWN and ACROSS beneath the Puzitle,. sitiu
words that fit into the puzzle. The number .each due tells yOu where to' the ahsWer ill the puzile,
For example, the answer for 3 DOWN, which Is completed for you,' starts #t the black under the 3 and fillS
up all the blocks beneath the 3. One hint: if you count the blocks, you ktitAii,hoW ma i it s tiri4iki: the
answer. Some answers contain more than one word.

rok o J

DOWN ACROSS

1. Shortened 'same for gas-welding process
2 Used to tighten fittings
3 A joining together
4 Used to contain gases
5. Something omitted
0 Tight

6. Gas compased of carbon and hydrogen
7. To join or faster Weenier
O. Passage for Wang something out
9. Correct name for crescent wrench

11. One means used to Identify different types
of electrodes



SAMPLE 6
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SAMPLE 7
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SAMPLE 9

WORD SCRAMBLE II

Directions: Laic at Me = at biters brotrAt
program, with the lette4s out order. Unscramble
Write out each word when yr$4 UMArartitge
Don't pay any attention to the number* Wow the

ALTERNU E. AL I A A
1 2 3 4 5 8 7

KREAB .A. X. E.,
9 10 11 12

UHLCCT r _C. J.
13 14 15 18 17 18

CBKLO ig
19 20 2i 22 23

ELVVA M. A. Af..
24 25 28 27 28

FNA

EYTARTB

TROOR

DEEHAR

GINNEE

29 30 31

32 33 34 36 36 37 38

39 40 41 42 43
L A. At EIGEAKr''

44 45 48 47 48 49

Each on Is a word we use In our automotive repair
the lettere in each * to find OUt what the words are.

One letter In each rad to the scrambled letters.
for Iva

RANDOM

irTLE

PLEAD

FLOM

DAC

PINTOS

KARPS

AGERS

bL
50 51 62 53 84 85

warts

OX
50

64

E
es
xp

73

83t
89

94

99

105

More Madam Beleig

/N. fit k P.
57 88 69 80 81 82 83

60 66 67
A. A. ;La
69 70 71 72

:r.
74 75 70 77 79

80 81 02
0- It I
84 85 88 87

A, A
9091 92 93
g.
86 98 97

100 101 la 103 104

108 107 108 109 110

are More blanks trith numbers thtEn. These rs are the same
as some of the %Imaginal aigar& and *0 War you
put in the bias* two *0 sin* if ,, etiovei am*. or$ hem Ole
narnOS of two kinds of cps you nOtvirolk on

2244 7727 942625087 13199230 101 14 120
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Supplement Reading Assignments
You may determine that some of your instructional

materials are written at a level that is too high for
some of your students. Vet you may not be able to
go out and obtain a whole new set of materials writ-
ten at a level appropriate for students' present read-
ing levels. At the same time, it would be counter -

procuctive to try to make students read materials
that are simply beyond their capacity. Students who
get nowhere, no matter how hard they try, usually
become discouraged.

It might be possible for you to rewrite materials at
a lower reading level, using simplified language and
sentences that students with lower reading levels
could understand. Another way to help students ac-
quire the information presented in such materials is
to develop alternate or supplementary materials for
students to use with the original materials. Such ma-
terials can be designed to enable students to ac-
quire the information they need and, at the same
time. work on improving their basic reading skills.

You could, for example. make audiotapes of
reading assignments. If necessary, students could
listen to the audiotapes instead of reading the ma-
terials from which they are taken. A better approach
is for students to listen to the tapes while reading
the material. This second approach gives them the
opportunity to practice their word and sentence
comprehension skills.

Similarly, you might be able to make a videotape
s'iowing a process or technique described in a read-
ing assignment. Students could view the video-
tape in addition to reading the material-- -in order
to ensure comprehension.

You can also add illustrations to help students
understand the content of materials. An information
sheet on the functions of the various keys on a type-
writer keyboard would be even more informative if
the instructor added an illustration of the keyboard
with the different keys labeled. Students could then
refer to the illustration as they read.

Another possibility is to add vocabulary (sections
to your reading assignments. These sections could
present definitions and illustrations of new and im-
portant technical vocabulary contained in the read-
ing. Students could review the definitions and illus-
trations before beginning to read and refer to them
as necessary while reading.

Students can also use flash cards to supplement
their work in vocabulary building. You can provide
flash cards of different types. depending on your
students needs. Cards could contain only technical
vocabulary, vocabulary plus pictures. or pictures on
the front and vocabulary on the back.
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You might develop such supplementary or alter-
nate materials yourself, if you have the time and skill
You may also be able to involve students in devel-
oping these materials. Doing so would, in fact, serve
as practice for students in using basic reading skills.
There might also be professional staff in your school
(e.g., media specialists), aides, or volunteers who
can be of help in this task.

Another way to help students cope with difficult
instructional materials is to change the way they use
them. Usually, we think of reading as an individual
activity, each student reading the assignment alone.
Reading can, however, be a group activity.

You can, for example, pair students for peer
teaching in reading activities. If a good reader works
with a weaker reader, the good reader can read aloud
while the other reads along silently. Or, the weaker
reader can read aloud with the help of the other. You
will find that both students benefit from the addi-
tional exposure to reading that they- receive in this
peer-teaching situation .2

There may be other peopleperhaps profes-
sional or volunteer aideswho can work with stu-
dents having low basic reading skills. The pair would
function in the same way as in peer teaching. You
might also be able to use tutors who can devote the
e/stra time to practice that students may need to
achieve basic reading skills.

Tr) qa.r ,n errp:olong peer teiic str :149 at A tt,
,toe, to (' 4 Sr,;(11-arry ,t1 ; /tar"
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Individualize Reading Help
The help you offer each student in achieving basic

reading skills should be exactly the help that the stu-
dent needs. You should individualize your program
of assistance, involving each student in activities
designed to achieve his or her own goals.

This does not mean that you need to design dif-
ferent activities for each student It means that you
should be aware of each student's needs. Then you
can group together students with similar needs and
goals and provide them with the type and quantity
of materials and activities they require.

Some students may need a lot of practice, start-
ing at a very basic level, while others may only need
a little at a higher level. Students who are skilled at
reading and comprehending words, for instance,
probably do not need and will not benefit from inten-
sive practice in word comprehension.

When providing supplementary materials, care
should be taken to avoid making them seem like ex-
tra work. Sometimes it is best to tell students about
specific supplementary materials you have that can
help them, rather than assigning extra materials that
they have to use. Extra work assignments seem like
punishment to some students.

If some of your students are working with reading
specialists, you should give the specialists specific
inert about individual students. A specialist wa need
to know from you what basic reading skills inafividual
students need for their specific occupational goals.
A specialist may want a lot of technical vocabulary
and course materials for one student and less for
another.

Provide Practice and Reinforcement
You can provide students with opportunities to

practice and reinforce the basic reading skills they
are achieving by using the materials and activities
that are part of your reading assistance program.
For example, students can use the new vocabulary
they are acquiring as they read assigned or supple-
mentary materials.

Perhaps an even better way of providing practice
for students is to locate and make available reading
materials on students' special vocational interests.
The student in automotive mechanics who is an avid
antique car buff might balk at the textbook but jump
at the opportunity to read magazines on antique cars.
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You don't need to spend money for such materi-
als. You can locate them in the library in your insti-
tution or conmunity. You can bring in magazines that

you happen to have at home and ask other teachers
and students to do the same. You 'will probably find
articles in the newspaper that you .ouki cut out for
students to read.

An excellent means of providing reinforcement of
students' basic reading skills is to encourage stu-
dents to self-evaluate. One method is to provide
comprehension exercises for students to use with
the materials you ass0. Students can read the ma-
terial and then do the exercise to check their com-
prehension of it.

Some textbooks have such exercises for each
chapter or section, which you could encourage stu-
dents to use. You can also develop short, simple
comprehension exercises of your own. These need
not be sophisticated. The object of the exercises Is
not to produce immortal prose, but rather to provide
an aid and focus for students to use while reading.

night simply take a reading assignment and
add to it written notes or csiestions to help the stu-
dent focus on key points, define the necessary words,
and so on. Be sure to use clear, simple directions,
sentences, questions, or definitions.

As students' reading skills improve, you can grad-
ually make the exercises more difficult. This allows
and encourages students to develop the capacity to
read independently. Your ultimate goal, after all, is to
help your students improve their basic reading skills
so that they don't need you to walk them through
every reading task.

Thus, you could start with exercises that are merely
notes to remind students of the key vocabulary or
main points of the material. These notes should
contain the same simple straightforward information
you present in your in-class preview. The vocabu-
lary review in sample 11 illustrates an exercise at
this first level of difficulty.

Then, you could graduate to exercises that con-
tain simple questions instead of notes. The ques-
tions should be of an objective nature (e.g., multiple
choice, completion, true-false, matching) and main-
tain the same focus as the notes in easier exercises.
Sample 12 illustrates an exercise at this second level

of difficulty.
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VOCABULARY REVIEW

SAMPLE 11

the Vow/6 KeybOrd

Met:dorm As mad the 'kg:woman Sheet *The Veal** %brood;
Mims to ter*W lcutaaft Wild each hay ter.
TAB: Moires Ss cardair
quiddy one or mars pies
across the ke)itiotaato a po-
sition of your cimeiteg.

OVIUNXIKIENS; Pet Ince-
visksd MO" syrn-
bokkit -4#4

SHIFT LOCK: Holds the
SHIFT key down to print ad
capital letters.

SAMPLE 12

SWT: Is used to mkt capi-
tal letbes (A) instaxi of lower-
cased letters (a).

COMPREHENSION EXERCISE

use this thistrated hat ads

SPME: klkwes
dap baCk Ohs space Witold
PriMbig erlitteg

RETWilt Moves the car-
*pi back tb the left
and rob tie paper tqr to the
nod lln

SPACE BAR: Moves the car-
Aloe forward one space with-
out printing anything.

Query Production of Scrambled Eggs

Directions: Answer the foNowing questions by referring to the information sheet and writing the correct
number in the blank.

1. To serve twee people, you shodd use
2. To serve twelve people, you sfxruld use

3. To serve thirty-ohe people, you shotAd use

4. To serve one person, you should use eggs

eggs
eggs.

eggs
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Select a short reading that you could assign to students in h program that
you are or will be teaching. The reading may consist of (1) commercially
prepared materials (e.g., a portion of a textbook, operation manual, or learn-
ing activity package). (2) materials you have developed for student use (e.g..
an information sheet), or (3) samples of materials students would be ex-
pected to use on the job (e.g., job sheets, operation sheets, customer orders,
or correspondence).

For the assignment you have selected, develop the following materials that
students could use in improving their basic reading skills:

A reading game to provide practice in the use of key vocabulary in the
reading assignment
A vocabulary review for students to use as they read the assigned mn-
terial
A comprehension exercise for students to use in evaluating tpeir com-
prehension of the assigned material

After you have developed materials that students could use in improving their
basic reading skills, use the Materials Checklist, p. 41, to evaluate your work.
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MATERIALS CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished, par-
tially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special circum-
stances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible to exe-
cute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

%MOW Ce

Your vocabulary review:
1. presented key vocabulary contained in the assigned reading

2. provided clear and simple definitions of vocabulary

3. contained illustrations of vocabulary, as appropriate

4. was free of grammatical errors and typing errors

3. was neatly and attractively reproduced

Your comprehension exercise:
6. focused on key points and important details of the assigned reading

7 was written in clear and simple language

8 required students to demonstrate comprehension of the assigned
reading

9. was free of grammatical errors and typing errors

10. was neatly and attractively reproduced.. ..

Your reading game:
11 provided practice in the use of key vocabulary contained in the as-

signed reading

12. contained clear and simple directions

13. was free of grammatical errors and typing errors

14. was neatly and attractively reproduced

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

/
11 El El
Li II

LI

LI

1

LI

Li

LI

Li

Li

I I

[ 1

.1

Level of Performance: All items must receive FULL or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Improvement Techniques and Strategies,
pp. 24 -38, revise your materials accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Le erience 111

FINAL EXPERIENCE

Terminal
Objective

Activity

-....osanagenms.

--".""t`

. .

AO Sattlat frvititione. Assist students

r t, ' ,

qa.

.

"a
t 1.

As 00 ayouttiOntialinistrucitexii
real** *has Thle*

711. 4100 nalit41***4
tiosesttkitt Ardente'

irAolftc *Wiwi* atiettaii*,
aixtuking the basic meting *Ifs they

NOTE: Due tOthe netts* Ci this eXperienek $u MN need to Nive sec*. to
an 'WWI tatiehetg situation over an tedended period ertwo cins. 47.

-*Vu

,s1 , / 7 ak

AS you perform aach el the above ectivItlee, dooteseet your
ig, on tape, through a leg) for ateetteroant, . .

Arrange to have . 'mome prawn review
convIled. If waive to haw your **moo pow *
one Instance kt whIch you at* eau*
In achieving basic maw ...=.

A a'

Feedback Your ccooptbitOw tiff' imit'estised
Teacher PerfortnetterAlaesernent Form

Based iiippn the othirkt ittlat aseesetnent: tnetrii4ent., ;vie re-
7A:soum person yin deferrn

&Ms. In
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di TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Assist Students in Achieving Basic Reading Skills (WI)

Name

Directions: indicate the level of the leached; accmnpikihment by placing an
X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading. If, Dote

because of special circumstances, a performance component was not appli-
cable, or invossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box. Resource Person

In creating an appropriate aolValrent, the teacher:
1. presented basic reading( improvement in a positive

manner LI

2. ensured that the physical environment of the classroom or
lab was conducive to reading [11

3. demonstrated a positive attitude toward reading

4. emphasized the positive benefits of doing assigned read
ing

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

5. motivated students to improve their basic reading skills by:
a. informing students of the need for basic reading skills in

the d
re

of work

b. acquainting students with reading as a prerequisite for
advancement in the world of work

c. using students' special vocational interests to create in-
terest in reading and reading skills improvement

In assessing students' individual reading needs, the
teacher:

6. determined occupational reading requirements by:
a. reviewing the occupational analysis or competency pro-

file for individual students' chosen career goals

b. reviewing his/her personal experience to identify likely
reading requirements for the service area

7. encouraged individual students to achieve basic reading
skills beyond occmational requirements, as appropriate

8. identified students with possible reading problems 11000

45
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4, 0:2 441
9. obtained accurate, up-to-date, reliable information on indi-

vidual students' reading skills and levels by:
a. consulting qualified professionals in his/her own school El ID Etor college (e.g., counselors)

b. consulting students' cumulative records n c.!
c. obtaining correct interpretakin of information on read-

ing skills in cumulative records El
d. performing his/her own assessment of students' read-

ing skills and problems, as necessary

in using wecific techniques and strategies, the teacher:
10. WO! necessary technical vocabulary using appropriate

techniwes and materials Ell

11. demonstrated practical reading knowledge And tips to stu- Ddents

12. used reading games

13. introduced reading assignments

14. provided supplementary and alternate materials for stu-
Eldent use with reading assignments

15. used small groups/pairings for reading activities 1:1

16. individualized his/her program of assistance for each stu-
dent El

17. provided materials and input to reading specialists working
with individual studentswith Ell

18. provtled opportunities for practice and reinforcement of basic
reading skills El

19. assisted students in evaluating their own comprehension
and progress in skills improvement El

20. provided reviews and comprehension exercises for student Eluse

Level of Performance: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item re-
ceives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

46
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ABOUT USING THE NATIONAL CENTER'S
PBTE MODULES
Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teaching
success. A module is made up of a series of learning ex-
periences. some providing background information, some
providing practice experiences, and others combining
these two functions. Completing these experiences should
enable you to achieve the terminal objective in the final
learning experience. The final experience in each module
always requires you to demonstrate the skill in an actual
teaching situation when you are an intern, a student teach-
er. an inservice teacher. or occupational trainer

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills that you do not already possess.
Similarly. you need not complete any learning experience
within a module if you already have the skill needed to
complete it. Therefore, before taking any module, you
should carefully review (1) the introduction. (2) the objec-
tives listed on p. 4, (3) the overviews preceding each learn-
ing experience. and (4) the final experience. After com-
paring your present nee& .d competencies with the in-
formation you have read :// these sections, you should be
ready to make one of the following decisions:

That you do not have the competencies indicated and
should complete the entire module
That you are competent in one or more of the ena-
bling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience and, thus, can omit those learning experi-
ences
That you are already competent in this area and are
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out"
That the module is inappropriate to your needs at this
time

When you are ready to complete the final learning ex-
perience and have access to an actual teaching situation.
make the necessary arrangements with your resource per-
son If you do not complete the final experience successful-
ly . meet with your resource person and arrange to (1)
repeat the experience or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities suggested
by your resource person before attempting to repeat the
final experience.
Options for recycling are also available in each of the team-
ing experiences preceding the final experience. Any time
you do not meet the minimum level of performance re-
quired to meet an objective, you and your resource per-
son may meet to select activities to help you reach com-
petency. This could involve (1) completing parts of the
module previously skipped, (2) repeating activities, (3)
reading supplementary resources or completing additional
activities suggested by the resource person, (4) design-
ing your own learning experience. or (5) completing some
other activity suggested by you or your resource person

Terminology
Actual Teaching Situation: A situation in which you are
actually working with and responsible for teaching second-
ary or postsecondary vocational students or other occupa-
tional trainees An intern a student teacher an inservice
teacher. or other occupational trainer would be function-
ing in an actual leaching situation If you do not have ac-
cess to an actual teaching situation when you are taking
the module, you can complete the module up to the final
learning experience You would then complete the f nal
learning experience later tr e when you have access to
an actual teaching situation)
Alternate Activity or Feedback: An item that may sub-
WWI* for required items that, due to special circum-
stances, you are unable to complete.
Occupational Speckrity: A specific area of preparation
within a vocational service area (e.g.. the service area
Trade and Industrial Education includes occupational
specialties such as automobile mechanics, welding, and
electricity).
Optional Activity or Feedback: An item that is not re-
quired but is designed to supplement and enrich the re-
quired items in a learning experience.
Resource Person: The person in charge of your educa-
tional program (e.g., the professor, instructor, adminis-
trator, instructional supervisor, cooperating/supervising/
classroom teacher, or training supervisor who is guiding
you in completing this module.
Student: The person who is receiving occupational in-
struction in a secondary, postsecondary, or other training
program.
Vocational Service Area: A major vocational field: agn-
culturig education, business and office education, market-
ing and distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics educatton, industriad arts
technical education. or trade and industrial ed
You or the Tescher/Instructor: The person who is com-
pleting the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A: The criterion was not met because it was not ap-
plicabie to the situation.
None: No attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant.
Poor: The teacher is unable to perform this skill or has
only very limited ability to perform it.
Fair: The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an ac-
ceptable manner but has some ability to perform it.
Good: The teacher is able to perform this skill in an ef-
fective manner.
Exit: The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner.
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